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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
A problem of growing concern is the extent to whicb 
we are properly developing and utilizing the na-
tion's intellectual resources. For both realistic 
and practical reasons it is desirable that 1N'e make 
better provisions than we have in1the past for the full development of human talent. 
lt has been stated by Rogers that "many of the seri 
ous criticisms of our culture and its trends may best be 
formulated in terms of a dearth of creativity. 112 Creativ• 
ity is an aspect of mental giftedness which received only 
isolated and sporadic attention until about 1950. At the 
present ttme, however, interest in the study of the cre-
ative process, creative individuals and their environment 
has reached a new height. A great deal of research is bein 
focused on attempts to define creativity; identify creative 
individuals and products of creativity, and determine the 
environment conducive to the development of creativity. 
This trend seems to have foll~Ned the growth of interest in 
1nael Wolfle, HDiversity of Talent," The American 
tsxchologist, 15(August, 1960), 535. 
the re-evaluation of the American educational system and 
the impact of our society on individualism. 
The Nursing profession has also experienced a 
growth of interest in the re-evaluation of nursing educa-
tion and practice to find better means for coping with 
changing health needs in contemporary society. Because the 
problems confronting nursing leaders today are different 
from those of the past, it seems that creativity is an im-
portant aspect of coping with these problems. It also 
seems that the knowledge gained from current research on 
creativity can be extremely useful and appropriate in the 
development of professional nurses capable of solving 
future problems in nursing education and practice. 
Creativity 
In a society notable for kaleidoscopic change, 
there is need for independent, creative approaches to many 
of the problems presented by these changes. torrance has 
defined creative thinking as "the process of sensing gaps 
or disturbing missing elements; forming ideas or hypotheses 
concerning them; testing these hypotheses; and communicating 
the results, possibly modifying and retesting the hypothe-
'l 
ses. ''.; Furthermore, Torrance says that creativity is im· 
portant in personality development and mental health, in 
3E. Paul torrance, Guiding Creative Talent (Engle-
wood Cliffs, N.J.; Prentice•Hait, Inc., 1962), p. 16. 
2 
the acquisition of information, in the application of Y~owl­
edge, and the achievement of vocational success as well as 
in the development and survival of society in the future. 4 
All of these aspects of creativity have relevance for nurs• 
ing. 
Measurement of Creativitx 
The mass of knowledge gained from research on cre-
ativity has culminated in the development of instr~nts 
which attempt to identify and measure creative abilities. 
One series of such instruments, The Minnesota Tests of 
Creative Thinldng, have been developed by Torrance and his 
staff at the Bureau of Educational Research of the Univer~ 
sity of Minnesota. Forms of this test were used by Pansy 
Nigh Torrance in a three year school of nursing in 
Minneapolis, Minnesota. She administered the test to three 
groups of students at the beginning of their nursing pro-
gram and again near the end. She found that as seniors, 
the students showed statistically significant increases 
{.005 level of confidence) in creative thinking scores (as 
measured by these tests). 5 
~. Paul Torrance, ••Explorations in Creative Think-
ing," Education, 8l(December, 1960), 216. 
5Pansy Nigh Torrance, "Does Nursing Education Re-
duce Creativity and Eliminate the Most Creative Students?r' 
Personal correspondence, Paper accepted for publication in 
Nursing Outlook. 
J 
The Problem 
This study stemmed from a growing awareness by the 
investigator tba.t the problems facing n-ursing require 
genuinely creative solutions; the question of Whetr~r nurs-
ing educational programs inhibited the growth of creativity 
directed the investigator toward a review of information 
gained by research in the field of creativity and toward 
a search for instruments measuring creativity. Thitl culmiu-
ated in the cooperation of the Torrances and the Bu:t·eau of 
Educational Research in providing information about the 
Torrance nursing study, providing the Minnesota Tests of 
Creative Thinking for this study:~ and scoring of the tests 
by the Bureau • s staff. 
This stttdy is a modification of tha Torrance study. 
The purpose of the study is to ans-wer the question: do 
seniors in another three year school of nursing sh~A differ-
ences in their ability to think creatively from that of 
freshmen in the same school? 
The study differs from the Torrance study in that 
rather than testing students when entering a tl1ree year 
school of nursing and again when completing the program 5 it 
involves administering the Minnesota Tests of Creative 
Thinking to freshman and senior classes currently enrolled 
in a school and comparing the scores obtained. By this pro-
cedure, data can be obtained which will indicate differences 
which may occur in creative thinking at the beginning and 
at the end of a nursing program. 
The importance of this study rests in its follow-up 
of a study Which indicated that one school of nursing did 
not inhibit its students' creative thinking abilities, but 
apparently encouraged the growth of creative thinl~ing. 6 
The important question to be answered is ~1ether these 
findings can be duplicated in another three year school of 
nursing. The findings of this study may indicate the need 
for more extensive and controlled study of the impact of 
nursing education on the creative thinking abilities of 
students. This st~dy should be of interest and concern to 
nursing educators and leaders. 
S ~t:ement of the Problem 
Do freshman and senior students in a three year 
school of nursing differ in their creative thinking scores 
as measured by The Minnesota Tests of Creative Thinking? 
Scope a~d LimitationJ! 
The study was conducted in a large municipal non• 
sectarian hospital school of nursing. It included all 
freshman and senior students enrolled at the time of test-
ing, May 3, 1963, and numbered 118 students; 64 fre$hman 
and 54 seniors. The conclusions resulting from the study 
5 
must be limited to the school of nursing in which the study 
was conducted and to the two classes participating in the 
study. 
A control group was not used, thus one of the limi• 
tations of the study is the absence of a matched group not 
exposed to any aspect of the nursing educational program. 
Individual differences in creative ti1inking abilities be-
tween the freshman and senior classes are a variable, since 
the admission procedures of the school do not take tbese 
into account. Another limitation of the study is the com• 
parison of creative thinking scores (as measured by the 
instrument used) between two different classes of students 
rather than between one class at entrance and at completion 
of the program. 
Because the administration of the test took place 
late in the freshman year rather than at the beginning of 
the nursing program, the effect of the program on the 
freshman students is admitted as a variable. 
Preview of Design 
The Minnesota Tests of Creative Thinking Verbal 
Form A was administered to 64 freshman and 54 senior stu-
dents in a selected three year school of nursing. Verbal 
Form A consists of seven tasks. 7 Each task was timed; the 
7see Appendix A. 
6 
test required about 45 minutes to complete. The completed 
tests were sent to the Bureau of Educational Research at 
the University of Minnesota Where they were scored by staff 
members for the following types of tbirudng; fluency, 
flexibility, originality, an.d elaboration (defined in 
Chapter III). A total score was also given for each test 
completed. 
The scored tests were then returned to the in-
vestigator for comparison of mean total scores of the 
freshman and senior classes, as well as comparison of mean 
scores in the breakdown of types of thinking. The t test 
of significanee was used for determining the significance 
of differences between freshman and senior scores on the 
Verbal Form A of the Minnesota Tests of Creative Thinking. 
7 
.CHAPTER II 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK OF THE STUDY 
Review of the Literature 
After I.Q. tests were developed and came into popu• 
lar use, it became a common assumption by psychologists. 
educators, and lay people that those who were intellectually 
gifted were those with a high I.Q. It was assumed that 
those unable tO achieve n good'' 1. Q • 3COt'eS lacked the mental 
skills needed for scholastic achievement and success. This 
trend of equating intellectual skills measured by the I.Q. 
metric with total mental ability 't>l&S perpetuated by the 
practice of validating new tests of intellectual ability 
with the early I.Q. tests. Thus progress in the measure-
ment of other aspects of mental function was limited. 1 
Despite a number of studies in the 1920's and 30 3 s 
which strongly indicated that intelligence tests did not 
measure abilities involved in creative thinking, 2 d1e tests 
were used more and more extensively to measure the intellect 
1Jacob vl. Getzels and Philip l1. Jackson, Creativit:x 
and Intellisence (New York; John Wiley & Sons, Inc£.",' 1962), 
PP· r~~. -
2 Ibid., pp. 4-5. 
-
of individuals. The tests continued along the lines of 
measuring learning ability and school achievement and e..'t-
cluding creative thinking ability. 
Taylor stated that more than 40 of the factors of 
the intellect discovered to date (1960) had been eKc:luded 
from I.Q. tests. lle went on to state that these factors 
were excluded from the I.Q. tests because tbey were more 
3 difficult to measure, not because they were less important. 
Guilford defined intellect as "the collection of 
memory and thinking functions and processes,"4 which he 
categorized as "lfactors." lie stated that intelligence bal:l 
never been adequately defined, but usually refers to a 
t• 
rather narrow portion of the factors of the intellect.J 
In categorizing the factors of tl1e intellect, 
Guilford has defined a group of convergent tllinking factors 
as pertaining "to well structured problems for which one 
right answer, or a restricted number of very similar 
3calvin w .. Taylor. "The Creative Individual: A t~ew 
Portrait in Giftedness," Educational Leadersbi,e, 18(0ctober, 
1960) t S. 1 1 -
'•J oP. Guilford "The Relation of Intellectual 
Factors to Creative Thinking in Science,'t The 1955 Univer-
sity of Utah Research Conference on the Ident!!!catlon o! 
Creat_lve :;,c~ent1t1c _:c_a_,lent, ea. c~w. Tay~or {Salt Lat{.e l-:1ty; 
The University of utafi Press, 1956), p. 69. 
5Ibid. 
-
9 
answers, is called for"6 and divergent thinking as pertain• 
ing to "less structured situations, in which the individual' 
thinking is free to take different directions." 7 
Some of the factors included in the divergent thirut· 
ing category are ideational fluency, originality$ spoJltane-
ous flexibility, and elaboration. Guilford has defined 
ideational fluency as "the ability to produce rapidly a 
number of alternative ideas where quality is no consequence 
but relevance 1sn;8 originality as ua temperamental or 
motivational trait of unconventionality or nonconformity, 
a resistance against repeating what other individuals dolil; 9 
spontaneous flexibility as "the ability or disposition to 
produce a diversity of ideas, with freedom from inertia and 
restraints"; 10 and elaboration as the ability used when a 
broad framework is given "to develop the details needed to 
complete the picture.ull 
6J .. P. Guilford> "Basic Traits in Intellect-ual Per-
formances," The Second tl957hUniversity of Utah Research 
Conference on the l3ent !lea oa ol treat!ve Scientlf!c ·• 
TaX~£, ea. c.Q. taytor (SalE take clfy; university o£ Utah 
Press, 1958)» p. 67. 
7tbid. 
-
a Ibid., p. 69. 
9 Ibid., 
-
p. 73. 
10tbid-, 
-
p. 70. 
11Ibid.) p. 74. 
-
10 
Ghiselin has drawn an outline of the creative procea; 
from the essay of Poincare, ''Mathematical Creation,., which 
presents four stages of the creative process: the prelim• 
inary labor which is directed toward insight into a particu• 
lar problem; the period of incubation during which the 
unconscious mind is active; the period of illumination in 
which the insight appears spontaneously and is accompanied 
by emotional gratification; and the period of verification 
12 
which includes re-evaluation and revision.-
The creative process is not an orderly, systematic 
. arrival at a new idea, but may be an obscure and somewhat 
diffused state of mind which leads to the sudden fresh in-
sight as a sometimes vague or elusive concept. 13 
Roe has stated that creativity is not a part of the 
intellect given only to the few individuals, but that it is 
ll~ possessed by all individuals in varying degrees. 
Many definitions of creativity and creative 
products are accessible; two are given here as examples 
Inc., 
13Ibid. 11 P• 358. 
1958)' 
11 
besides that proposed by Torrance. 15 ~1acKinnon has desert'' 
creativity as na process extended in time, characterized by 
originality, adaptiveness and realization.n16 Ghiselin has 
suggested that the creativity of a product should be 
measured by nthe extent to which it restructures our uni• 
verse.H17 
The empirical study of the creative process and 
creative individuals has proved to be a difficult task. 
Many investigators point out the difficulty of defining 
creativity. establishing criteria for creative products, 
and identifying creative individuals in a valid manner. As 
Taylor puts it, ult would be to our advantage if \c1e could 
identify creative talent early in the individual's life, 
but the creative process in its greatest degree is one of 
the highest, if not ~highest, activity to which man can 
aspire, and is currently a relatively rare phenomenon. 
15see Chapter I, p. 
16nonald w. MacKinnon, '~he Nature and Nurture 
of Creative Talent," American Psychologist, 17(Julyi 
1962), 484. 
12 
Consequently, the prediction problem is difficult •••. " 18 
In his pace setting address to the American Psycho-
logical Association in 1950, Guilford said that it was dif-
ficult to set up a practical criterion of creativity be~ 
cause of the rarity of outstandingly creative acts, but 
that it would be reasonable to study lower levels of 
creative performance since they are more common. 19 Guil-
ford offered a series of hypotheses specifying creative 
behaviors and means of measuring them. One was usensitiv ... 
ity to problems"; this he suggested could be studied by 
naming household items and asking the subject to list 
things which were wrong or which could be repaired. 20 
Another was ttfluency,u which could be measured by having 
the subject name as many objects as possible having a 
specific property, or giving appropriate titles to a pic• 
ture or short story. 21 Another was ~'novel ideas,~' which 
could be measured by frequency of uncommon responses to 
items or word associations. 22 Again, "flexibilityu could 
18calvin w. Taylor, "Are We Utilizing: Our Creative 
Potentials?" N,ursing Outlook, ll(February, 1!163) , 105. 
19J.P. Guilford, "Creativity,'' American Psycholo-
gist, S(September, 1950), 445. 
20Ibid. , 452. 
21tbid. 
-
22Ibid. ) 452. 
-
13 
be measured by using the fluency tests to see if tile sub-
23 ject gets into a rut or branches out into new channels. 
The aspects of "reorganization" and "redefinition" could 
be studied by having the subject transform an existing ob-
ject into one of different use, function» or design. 24 
Getzel and Jackson studied two groups of adolescent 
one high in intelligence and one high in creativity:~ 
selected by a series of creativity measures (some of which 
were adapted from Guilford's work) and standard I.Q. tests. 
They found that in school achievement, the highly creative 
group was as superior to the general population of the 
school as was the highly intelligent group, despite the 
fact that the highly intelligent group had a twenty-three 
point advantage in mean I.Q. They also found that the high 
I.Q. group stood out as being preferred by teachers over 
the average student, while the highly creative group did 
not. In ranking characteristics which they preferred for 
themselves, the highly creative group was outstanding from 
all other groups in ranking a sense of humor very high. 
The high l.Q. group desired qualities they thought impor-
tant in adult success and liked by the:<."!::: teachers, whereas 
the highly creative group desired qualities which had no 
23Ibid. 
-
24Ibid., 453. 
-
14 
relationship to those they considered important for success 
and indeed, often the opposite of those thought favored by 
their teachers. Studying the fantasies of the two groups~ 
the investigators found that the highly creative group 
tended to respond more significantly in the use of "stimulus 
free themes, unexpected endings, humor, incongruities, and 
playfulness.H In studying the occupational interests of 
the two groups, the highly creative group were interested 
in a much greater variety of careers than were the high I.Q. 
2'"' 
students. " 
Torrance studied characteristics of a group of 
highly creative children in grades one tbrougb six usiug 
controls matched for sex, l.Q., race, class and age. 
Measures used included I.Q. tests, the Draw~a-House-Tree­
Person tests, peer nominations on creativity criteria, and 
teacher nominations on creativity criteria. The findings 
showed three characteristics of the highly creative child-
ren which stood out from those of the cot: .::ol group. The 
highly creatives were noted for their wild and silly ideas; 
their work was conspicuous for its quality of being "off 
the beaten track, outside the mold, ft and for its humor, 
15 
playfulness, and comparative lack of rigidity and relax-
ation.26 
Studies which have concerned I.Q. metric correla• 
tions with creativity measures have supported the earlier 
findings. MacKinnon's findings led to the statement that 
having a high I.Q. does not imply a correspondingly high 
creative ability. The I.Q. may be surprisingly lOt<Y in 
highly creative people. 27 Torrance found that with any l.Q. 
measure he used, about seventy per cent of the most cre-
ative children would be eliminated if the l.Q. metric alone 
was used to identify the top twenty per cent of gifted 
students. 28 Getzel and Jackson, using high school stu• 
dents, 29 and Torrance, using grade school children, 30 both 
found that the highly creative students scored about 25 I.Q. 
26E. Paul Torrance, Guidi~fi Creative Talent 
(Englewood Cliffs- N.J.; Prentice• ail, Inc., 1962)~ p. 78. 
27oonald W. MacKinnon, '1The Nature and Nurture of 
Creative Talent,t' American Ps:t;cbologist, 17(July, 1962), 485. i - -
28E. Paul Torrance, Guidinft Creative Talent (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.; Prentice• all, !nc., 1962), p. 183. 
30E. Paul Torrance, "Explorations in Creative 'l"hink-
ing in the Early School Years," Scientific Creativity: Its 
Recognition and DeveloEQjnt, eds. ta!vin w. Taylor and Frank 
Barron (New York: John le and Sons Inc. 1963 · • 182. 
16 
points lower on standard intelligence teats than the highly 
intelligent groups, yet they attained a~.::hievement test 
scores which showed no statistical difference from those of 
the highly intelligent. 
Additional studies by Torrance shm,red that: the 
relationships between I.Q. metric::;; and creativity measures 
differ somewhat from grade to grade and between se:!~0s. How-
ever, the coefficient of correlation is generally lotJ 
(f..30), but is higher in girls than in boys. 31 
Taylor, Smith, and Ghiselin reported a study with a 
sample of 166 scientists in a large laborato~y at a gove1~­
ment basic research center in which a variety of som:ces 
were used to gain information about the creative and other 
contributions of scientists. One of the findings sho~red 
that academic grades were unrelated to research performance 
"2 in the institution studied . .) 
A great deal of interesting material has ~ccumu­
lated about creative persons and has led to a rr~unbak of 
hypotheses about characteristics of creative individuals 
and the environ.ment conducive to creativity 
----------~---------------------------------------------------
31E. Paul Torranc~, •tExplc:n:at:!o~s in Creative Think-
ing "" ~duca tiq,_n) 81 (December, 1960) i ll<L 
32ca.lv:Ln w. Taylor, viill:Lam R. Smith} and Bre\'3Ster 
Gbiselin, !'The Creative and other Contributions of One 
Sample of Rese~rch Scientists,~: S,cient~fi~ Crea~t~~ity~ It.s 
Reco~nition ana Development. eas. Ca1v~n w. TayTor ana 
Fran~ Harron (New York: Jonn Wiley and SonG, Inc., 1963), 
p. 76' 
17 
MacKinnon studied a group of architects selected by 
national judges on the basis of demonstrated creativity in 
architecture and used personality tents,, the Barron-1.Nelsh 
Art Scale of the \\lelsh Figure Preference Tests l the l-iyers-
Briggs Type Indicator, the Strong Vocational Interest Blank, 
the Allport-Vernon Lindzey Study of Values, and word associ· 
ation tests as well as biographical sketches to see whether 
consistent characteristics could Le identified for creative 
individuals, Sorne of his findings showed that creative 
individuals tended to express the feminine side of nature 
more than the less creative, that the creative preferred the 
more comple:t and asynllletrical figures on the Bar:r:on .. i<.Je:lsh 
_Art Scale, and that the creative were less interested iu 
small details or facts for facts' sake and more conce~t1ed 
with meanings and implications. The highly creative were 
also more flexible, intellectually curious, interested it-a 
communicating with others; and less interested in regulat-
ing their awn impulses or those of others, while the less 
''!i ,., 
creative preferred order, control and planning . .j.J 
Barron studied 100 captains in the United States 
Air Force using several of the Guilford tests, the Rorschach 
0-plus, the Thematic Apperception Te:::t, Wo:.:.·d Arrangement 
Tests~ and 10 achromatic blots to see whether original 
33nonald \\]. MacKinnon~ ''The Nature a.nd Nurtuxc of 
Creative Talent,'t American PsycbologistJ 17 (July~ 1962) 
4.84-495. . . . -· --
18 
responses occurred consistently in some individuals and 
consistently did not occur in others. He found that some 
individuals were regularly original and some regularly 
34 
unoriginal. Then using additional tests and a series of 
hypotheses developed from other studies on originality, 
Barron studied the same subjects for characteristics of 
original persons. He found that individuals more con• 
sistently original tended to keep suppression of impulses 
at a mi~~ (that is, allowed themselves more freedom) and 
tolerated a certain amount of disorder or disintegration to 
achieve a more complex level of order or a higher level of 
integration. He also found that these individuals had a 
strong need for personal mastery which involved a need for 
self-regulation of impulses and a rejection of this regula-
tion by others. Other characteristics of these individuals 
which were socially-unaccepted traits were rebelliousness, 
disorder, exhibitionism, while the socially accepted traits 
were independence of judgement. freedom of expression, and 
novelty of construction and insighto 35 
Roe's studies on interests and occupations led to 
the hypothesis that nthe creative approach is built into 
35tbid., pp. 167-68 • 
........... 
19 
the human species . • . as part of cr.u.r normal functions • 
. " and that the problem is not "'to develop creativity 
but to keep from inhibiting creativ:l.ty." 36 She also 
theorized that interests are originated and developed within 
the family as a. result of childhood experiences and are de-
pendent on the way the child is ltandled in certain situa-
tions and on the areas in which the child's attention is 
not limited by the parents.37 
Macl~non's study of creative architects' childhood 
history showed some interestingly consistent family rela· 
tionships. Parents of the creative individuals had shown 
a great deal of respect for the child, had given him freedout 
to explore and make decisions, had been consistent in their 
discipline of tbe child, bad not been overly concerned witts 
the child's success, and had stressed personal ethical 
codes rather d1an formal religious practices. 38 
~~ny investigators have come to stress net only the 
family background of the child a.s an important part in the 
development of creativity, but also the educational milieu. 
37 Ibid4, p. 99. 
-
3Bnonald W. MacKinnon, "The Nature and Nurture of 
Creative Talent,tt American Psycholoai;st, 17(July, ~962)) 494. 
20 
Wolfle has stated that "talent requires encourage .. 
ment • • • it is r~ither safe nor realistic to assume that 
high ability is always accompanied by high motivation, that 
human talent will override obstacles to find its own way to 
fruition." 39 
In a study by Myers and Torrance, five principles 
for encouraging creative thinking in children were de-
veloped, and then characteristics of teachers who could not 
apply the principles were identified~ The teachers showed 
the following traits: authoritarian, defensive, dominated 
by time, insensitive to pupils' intellectual and emotiot\al 
needs, lacking in energy, preoccupied with information giv-
ing responsibility, intellectually inert, disinterested in 
encouraging initiative and self-reliance in pupils, pre-
occupied with discipline, unwilling to give of themselves 
in student contacts. 40 Thus the teachers unable to en-
courage creativity emphasized time, orderliness, respect 
for authority, child's responsibility to group and teacher, 
preservation of the self-image, and the importance of in-
formation.41 
39nael Wolfle, university of Talent, H The American 
Psycholosist, 15(August, 1960), 537$ 
40R.E. Myers and E. Paul Torrance, ''Can Teachers 
Encourage Creative Thinking?" Educa.tional Leadersh;p_, 19 (December, 1961), 156. 
41Ibid. 
-
21 
Taylor has stated that one of the important con• 
cerns in creativity is "with restrictions, inhibition, and 
deterrents within a person as contrasted with freedom 
within him. Those restrictions, often self-imposed, or 
built in through the influence of others, can thus reduce 
the potentialities of a person and may even block his effo 
4') 
that would otherwise lead to creative performance~·~ "" 
This theme recurrs when in discussing some of the 
implications of their study of creative adolescents~ Getzel 
and Jackson pointed out a number of implications for 
educators in regard to the responsibility to encourage cre-
ative talent. They point to the need for further differ-
entiation between intelligent thinking as measured by the 
I.Q. and creative thinking because of the low correlations 
between tllem. They see a need for differentiation between 
independence and unruliness, individuality and rebellious-
ness, between healthy solitude and morbid withdrawal, be-
tween preferred separateness and compulsive isolation. 
They feel that irresolution and indecisiveness should be 
differentiated from a tolerance for ambiguity and an abil-
ity to delay a decision. They also point out the importance 
of differentiating between remembering and discovering, 
42ealvin w. Taylor, "The Creative Individual: A New 
Portrait in Giftedness," Educational Leadersbi.J!, lS(October, 
1960), 11. 
22 
between information and knowledge. They feel that the cur-
riculum should be geared to the attainment of knowledge, 
not information, to discovery, not the use of repetition. 
In discussing evaluation of achievement. they point to the 
short-comings of objective, short-answer tests in measuring 
divergent thinldlng, and suggest that if creativity is to be 
an educational goal, evaluative tools ought to be used 
which are applicable to this type of learning" 43 
l-1any investigators who have been involved in the 
study of creative individuals have expressed concern about 
the impact of a society on creativity when it is geared to 
convergent thinking, conformity, and the "normal" well-
rounded person. They have also expressed concern about the 
effect of current educational practices on the development 
of creativity, feeling that educationally, convergence and 
conformity rather than variability and creativity ax·e 
stressed. 
This investigator was led to reflect on tl1e concept 
of creativity within the context of nursing education. 
Surely creativity is an aspect of giftec~ess which has con• 
siderable value for nursing. Nurses are constantly r:on· .. 
fronted with situations requiring sensitivity to problems 
43Jacoh w. Getzels and Philip w. Jacksouf Creativity 
and Intellizence (New York: John Wiley & Sons, nc. , l9b4) , 
pp. 124-IJU. 
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or "missing gaps, n and solutions for ~1hich stereotyped 
responses may not be appropriate or effective. Furthermore, 
health needs of society are constantly changing; the vast 
growth of medical knowledge and tberapies has necessitated 
changes in nursing measures and the nurses' role. The ex-
panding bulk of knowledge and skill considel:'ed important 
for the development of the professional nurse has raised 
new problems for nursing educators. To provide creative 
directions for these developments, it becomes particularly 
important for nursing educators to provide the kind of en• 
vironment which will encourage the growth of creativity in 
nursing students. 
Do the students who go through a nursing education 
program have the opportunity to develop their creative 
abilities? It seems to be a somewhat common conception 
that nursing is one of those occupations which may be re-
moved from creative eudeavors; that nnurses' training" 
would have an adverse effect on creative individuals. The 
review of the literature has revealed that it is felt that 
creativity is present to some degree in all individuals, and 
that the environment has a large impact on its gr~1th or 
inhibitiono The importance of the .educational environment 
has been emphasized; the attitudes of teacberstoward stu~ 
dents, the personality characteristics of teachers, the em-
phases in the teaching learning processes--all have an ef-
fect on the direction of the students w growtllo Thus 
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nursing education is not exempt from exerting some sort of 
influence on the creative ability of its students. Would a 
comparable group of freshman and senior students shaw any 
difference in scores attained on a measure of creativity? 
Is there a basis for the conception that "nurses' training!' 
adversely affects creativity? 
Pansy Nigh Torrance administered forms of the 
Minne3ota Tests of Creative Thinking to three groups of 
nursing students in a three year school of nursing when 
they entered the program and repeated the testing during 
the senior year. All three groups showed an increase in 
all scores in their senior year which was significant at 
the .005 level of confidence. 44 In this nursing program, 
the creative thinking abilities of the students as measured 
by the Minnesota Tests of Creative Thinking has shawn a 
significant level of growth rather than inhibition. These 
findings seem particularly interesting when compared with 
the evidence Torrance cites indicating that studeuts in 
other educational programs do not sh~J this same level of 
growth when ''before and after'' comparisons have been 
made. 45 
44Pansy Nisdl Torrance, uDoes Nursing Education Re ... 
duce Creativity ano Eliminate the Most Creative Studeuts?n 
Personal Correspondence, Paper accepted for publication in 
Nursing Outloo,k. 
!-~oSibid. 
-
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Thus this investigator elected to administer a form 
of the Minnesota Tests of Creative Thinking to a group of 
freshman and senior students in ano~1er three year school of 
nursing to see whether differences would occur in their 
creative thild~ing scores. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY 
~ntroductorx Remar~s 
The tests used by the investigator for this study, 
the Miunesota Tests of Creative Thinl!~ng Verbal ltorm A, 1 
were provided by Torrance2 frmu the Bureau of Educational 
Research of the University of Minnesota in return for the 
use of the data obtained in this .study in developing norms 
for Verbal Form A. For this reason, the Bureau's staff also 
scored tbe tests for the investigator witbo·ut further ob• 
ligation. 
T,be Spple 
The subjects in the study were 65 freshman and 54 
senior students in a hospital school of nursing. Tha school 
is an integral part of a large city hospital located in 
Massachusetts and is accredited by the National League for 
Nursing and by the Massachusetts Approving Authority for 
schools of nursing~ The educational program covers thre~ 
years; students have a forty-hour t<1eekly schedule which 
1see Appendix A. 
2E. Paul Torrance, PhD., is Professor and Director, 
Bureau of Educational Research, at the University of 
Minnesota. 
includes class time and provides two free days per treek. 
This school of nursing was chosen because of its 
accessibility for the study, its non~sectarian municipal 
affiliation, and its large student body. The initial con-
tact with the school was through its educational director 
to whom a description of the study was given. She granted 
permission to do the study and scheduled the testing times 
with the freshman and senior students. 
Candidates for the school of 11ursing are accepted 
between the ages of seventeen and a half and thirty) and 
are required to be unmarried. They are high school gradu-
ates wbo are expected to have satisfactorily completed 
specified subjects in the high school curriculum. They 
are selected for admission on the basis of high school 
records, health status, personality reports2' interviews and 
prenursing aptitude tests~ 
The Minnesota Tests of Creative Thinking Verbal 
Form A was administered during regularly scheduled class-
room time to the freshman and senior students enrolled in 
the school at the time of the testing:. May 3, 1963. 
At the time of testing, the freshman class was in 
the 8th month of the freshman year and had been studying 
the physical, biological, and social sciences since ad-
mission. In addition, seven weeks prior to the date of 
testing, they had begun the study of the basic medical and 
surgical course which included supervised clinical practice. 
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The senior class had a freshman program which r.vas 
similar to that of the current freshman class. They were 
approximately 16 weeks from graduation, having completed 
the major part of the three year curriculum with the ex~ 
caption of Medical Surgical Nursing III, History of Nursing, 
and Professional Adjustments. 
Administration of the Minnesota Tests 
' ql; ~rt{at\ve tlilnltJ;Pi ·-
Prior to the testing, the researcher introduced 
herself to the students as a graduate student at Boston 
University and explained that the testing was being done as 
research for a master's thesis. The instructions given to 
the two groups before the testing process included the fol-
lO!dng information: 
The l.U.nnesota Tests of Creative Thinking were de-
veloped at the University of Minnesota to test 
creative thinking ability. This is not a test of 
"intelligence." This test ha.s no right or wrong 
answers in the usual sense. You do not have to 
writ.e answers you think you are expected to write)) 
but you can use your tmagiaat1on and be as differ-
ent as you wish. This test consists of 7 tasks 
which are timed for consistency because the tests 
are being used in many parts of tbe coun.try. The 
7 tasks take about 45 minutes to complete. Fol• 
lowinf! the test, you will be given an opportunity 
to asK questions about the test or about the 
study in which you are ~ticipating. You will 
find the test quite different from tests you have 
taken before) but it has been given to many age 
groups. including graduate s.tudents in univer.., 
sities. 
The students were then asked to fill out the face sheet on 
the test. 
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The investigator administered Verbal Form A by read-
ing the task instructions printed on the test before the 
subjects began the task and calling time when the time 
allotted was over. The tasks were timed as follows: 
Task 1 
Taslt 2 
~rask 3 
Task 4 
Task 5 
Task 6 
Task 7 
...... Asking: 5 minutes 
..... Guessing Causes: 5 minutes 
-- Guessing Consequences: 5 minutes 
-- Product Improvement: 10 minutes 
-- Unusual Uses: 10 minutes 
~- Unusual Questions: 5 minutes 
-- Just Suppose: 5 minutes 
~ tests were then collected and returned to the 
Minnesota Bureau of Educational Research for scoring by 
staff members. 
DescriptiQB of T~~t 
!11e Minnesota Tests of Creative Thinking were de-
veloped by Torrance and his staff at the Bureau of Educa-
tional Research. Verbal Form A consists of seven tasks. 
The first three tasks are called the Ask and Guess Test for 
which a drawing is shown on which the tasks are based. The 
first task, called "Asking," requit:es the subject t•J ask a.s 
many questions as she can which are not answered by just 
looking at the drawing. The secoud task, HGuessing Causes,u 
requires the subject to guess probable causes of the action 
shown in the drawing. The third task, "Guessing Conse-
quences," requires the subject to guess consequences of the 
action shown in the drawing which might occur either immedi .. 
ately or a long time in the future. Task 4 is called 
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The subject is asked to make as many changes as possible in 
the toy which would make it more fun for children to play 
with, ignoring the aspect of bow much the change would cost. 
Task 5 is called nunusual Uses." The subject is asked to 
write as many uses as she can think of for cardboard boxes, 
with uo limits set as to size of boxes or number used. 
Task 6 is called HUnusual Questions. u In this task, the 
subject is to ask unusual questions about cardboard boxes 
which would stimulate the interest of others in cardboard 
boxes. Taslt 1, "Just Suppose,n gives a description and d:t· 
ing of an improbable situation that may never come true, 
and the subject is to list all of tbe consequences be can 
think of which might occur if this improbable situation 
were to come true. 
These tasks reflect current knowledge of processes 
involved in creative thinking and are constructed as models 
of the creative thinking process; each requires several 
types of thinking theoretically involved in creative beM 
bavior. 3 This approach departs from that of previous 
studies by Guilford and his associates who stress the use 
of measures representing single factors of the intellect 
....... 
~.. Paul Torrance, Gui~ Cr~ative Talent: (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentce Bitt, tn'c., 196'2), p. 45. 
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'• involved in the creative process. Torrance has also at-
tempted to develop tasks which will catch the interest of 
the subject and encourage him to achieve creative responses. 
The tasks can be. used from the kindergarten through the 
graduate sehool and different taeks can be combined to 
suit a variety of purposes. 
In scoring the tests, the staff at the Bureau of 
Educational Research uses the following Guilford factors: 
fluency: number of responses to tasks 5 
flexibility: variety 9f responses or approaches 
to t.asksO 
or:Lginality: remotenes' or unusualness of 
:r:esponaes 
elaboration: complexity of responses to task8 
. I 
q.J.l?. Guilford, "Intelleetual Resources and their 
Values as Seen by Scientists," The Third ~1959f Universiti 
of Utah Research Conference on £be !denti icat on o£ ere• 
atlve Sc!entiflc Talent. ed. C.w. Taylor- (Salt Like City: 
University of Utah Press, 1959), pa 299~ 
5E. Paul Torrance, GutM& Creative Talent. (~ngle• 
wood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice ua-; tnc.j 196z), p. 233. 
6tbid. 
-
7 Ibid., p.. 215. 
8tbid. 
-
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vali41tx 
In 4eveloping evidence of the validity of the 
Minnesota Tests of Creative Thinking, Torrance bas used the 
following approaches: 
l. 
2. 
Identifying high and ~roups on same test 
measure and then date ng whether or not 
they can be differentiated in terms of be• 
havior which can be regarded as "creative.u 
Identifying criterion groups on some behavior 
regarded as creative and d.etermini~ whether 
or not they can he differentiated from their 
peers on teat scorea.9 
Torrance found in using the first approach, that 
elementary school pupils scoring high on creativity tests 
also produced more ideas in other tasks requiring creativ-
ity than did peers scoring lower on creativity tests. The 
highly creative pupils were also more notable for unusual 
ideas and behavior and greater humo·r than their less cre-
ative peers. 10 
Fleming and Weintraub used the Minnesota tests to 
obtain a coefficient of correlation of -.41 between ere• 
ativity and a rigidity measure. 11 Rigidity has been defined 
by Torrance as ua construct defined in terms of 
9E. Paul Torrance1 "Testing and Creative Talent,': Educat~l LeadersJ:!ie, 2u(October, 1962), 9. 
10tb1d., 10. 
-
11Ibid. 
-
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inflexibility,., stereotypy, intolerance of ambiguity, and 
a compulsive need for order. ,,l2 
Using the second approach to validity, To1.-rance and 
his associates found that children identified by teachers 
as creative achieved higher scores on tests of creativity 
than children not identified as ereative. 13 
Wallace found that highly successful saleswomen in 
a department store scored significantly higher on creativ-
ity tests than did less successful saleswomen. 14 
l;!Ibid. 
13Ib1d. 
14E. Paul Torrance, Guidig Creative Talent, (Engle-
wood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice ttai!:Xnc., 1962), p. 48. 
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CHAPTER IV 
PR.ESENl"ATION, ANALYSIS, AND 
DISCUSSION OF DATA 
The data obtained from a group of 65 freshmen and 
54 seniors in a three year school of nursing on the 
Minnesota Tests of Creative Thinking Verbal Form A is pre-
sented for a comparison of mean freshman and senior scores. 
The Minnesota Tests of Creative Thinking written by 
the 118 subjects who took the test t:lere scored by the staff 
at the Bureau of Educational Research of the Utd.versity of 
Minnesota. The seven tasks constituting Verbal Fol.'lli A were 
scored for creativity factors as folluws: 
Task 1: 
Task 2: 
Task 3~ 
" 
Task lf: 
Task 5: 
Task 6· ,
Task 7: 
fluency, flexibility~ orig:f.nality ~ 
and total task score 
fluency, flexibility» originality, 
and total task score 
fluency, flexibility, originality, 
and total task score 
fluency, flexibility, originality, 
elaboration, and total task score 
fluency, flexibility) origit'M:lli ty, 
elaboration, and total task score 
fluency~ originality, and total 
task score 
fluency, fle:;-tibility, originality, 
and total task score 
The investigator computed total fluency, flexib~.lity, 
originality, elaboration, and total test scores for each of 
the 118 subjects. The total factor scores and total teat 
score were then computed for the freshman and senior classet: 
and the arithmetical mean of each factor and total test 
score was computed for each class. 'l'he t test of signifi-
cance was used for statistical significance o.f coraparisons 
between the classes. 
The results of the statistical analysis of the 
freshman axtd senior scores on the ~tlnnesota Tests of Cre-
ative Thinking Verbal Form A are shown in Table 1. 
The question raised in this study was~ do freshman 
and senior students in a three year sebool of nursing diffe1 
in their creative thinking scores as measured by the 
Minnesota Tests of Creative Thinking? It is apparent that 
differences do exist which in general indicate that in cl1is 
school of nursing, the creative thinl*'.J.ng ability of the 
senior class, as identified by the test used, is 1wt at a 
lower level than that of the fresh.man class. In fact, tht~ 
fluency and flexibility factors of creative thinking of the 
seniors are higher than those of the freshm<~lt at the . 05 
level of confidence. The factor of fluency is sco:red by 
the number of relevant responses to a task» and the factor 
of flexibility is scored by the variety ox diversity of 
ideas produced in response to a task. If the assumption 
could be made that d1e creative thinking abilities of the 
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TABLE 1 
MEAN SCORES OF 64 FRESHMAN AND 54 SENIOR STUDENTS IN X SCHOOL OF NURS:tm 
ON MINNESOTA TESTS OF CREATIVE THINKING VERBAL FORM A 
ScoriDg Fr. Mean S. D. Sr .. Mean S. D. Diff. 1n t test of 
FactoTs Score Score Mean Significance 
Fluency 78.58 47 .. 0 87e52 45.8 8.94 $05* 
Flexibility 38~26 15,.8 41 .. 70 18.5 3.44 .05 
Originality 46.86 35 .. 2 44 .. 63 34 .. 3 2~23 
--
Elaboration 13.33 18.2 8.87 10 .. 5 4~46 .. 01** 
Total Score 177~03 ...... 182.72 
--
5 .. 69 _.., 
_" ___ 
- --·-
*.05 difference would occur by chance in less than 5 cases out of a hundred. 
**.01 difference would occur by chance in less than 1 case out of a hundred$ 
v' 
'-..1 
freshman and senior classes were comparable on adn-d .. Gsion to 
the school, the findings of the study might ind:lcs.te that. 
this nursing education program tends to elnc,;;~ura.ge the growtkl 
of the fluency and flexibility factors of creative thinking. 
This finding would be consistent wi;tb obsex:vations of the 
necessity for the student nurse t·;) think rapidly in ll.1any 
nursing situations requiring immediate and relevant judge• 
ments and responses and with the necessity to conti~~lly 
improvise and adapt her plans and actions to a variety of 
changing circumstances in her cli'llica.l expe;:ience. 
It will be noted that tbe freshman students ac.hievec 
a. mean score which was 2. 23 points higher than that: of the 
seniors on the scoring factor of originality~ This differ-
ence is not statistically significant and could represent 
individual differences be~1een the fres~n and senior 
classes rather tl1an effects incurred during the nursing 
programq It is:~ however~ interesting to note that the mean 
score of the sexdor cl.ass on their ability to produce 
unusual or remote responses to a stimulus (originality) 
was not significau.tly lower than that of the fresb.aan class 
The elaboration factor is scored on d&e basis of 
the complexity of response or ability of the subject to 
carry out an idea in the Product Improvement and Unusual 
Uses taskso The level of significance COl) of the :freshman 
classes' hizher mean score on this factor r.uiaes an inter ... 
esting possibility fur explaWJ.tion., I.f the student 1.1urse 
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has a responsibility to meet nm:sing se:rvice needs, she ~~ay 
be adapted to high levels of productivity i:n her nursing 
tasks, particularly in situations where nursing shortages 
exist and the hospital census is bigl:L, Tbia orientation 
could be demonstrated in the testing situation as '~11 as 
the clinical experience, in which elaboration could be sac-
rificed for fluency or number of responses to stimulus situ 
ations. 
When the findings of this study are related to 
1 those of the Pansy Nigh Torranc~ nursit~ st~dy, some in-
teresting differences emerge. All t~hree groups tested by 
Torrance showed increases in all scoril1.g factors as ~Jell as 
total test scores from fresbma.n to senior years; all of the 
increases were significant at the .005 level of coufideuce. 
The findings of this investigator \vt:re not:: aE.o cmu~1.stent 
nor were the differences between freshman and senior scores 
as significant. The difference may :;:eflect~ ln pa't:t, dif ... 
ferences i"rt students in the two schools. However, sine~ 
growth of creative thinking ability ~cath~:n::· thau level of 
creativity attained is the focus of st:udy:J the differences 
in the findings of the two studies may indicate soo.e differ 
ences in educational environments which are reflected in tb 
------------------------------------------------------------
1Panay Nigh Torrance, 19Does Nursing Education 
Reduce Creativity and Eliminate the Most Creative Students?1 
unpublished paper~ to be published in ~Jursing O~loo.,..!_. 
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differences between the scores. 
The students in Torrance's study showed a marked 
increase in the elaboration fac tox· score from the freshl'oon 
to the senior year (significant at the .005 level), while 
the senior students in this investigation showed lu~r 
scores in the elaboration factor than the freshman (sig~ 
nificant at the .01 level of confidence). Students in t:be 
setting of the Tor:t·ance study do not provide ser;;·ict;~ for t'h~ 
hospital; they have 15 hours of clinical experience per 
week and about lO to 18 hours of classes per 'I'Jieek (as noted 
in personal correspondence). Students in this investigate~= 
setting spend 40 hours per week in clinical experience and 
class hour$ and do have obligations to the hospit~l for 
providing service. Perhaps there wa.s mor.a responsibility 
for the senior subjects in this study to meet service naeds 
than there was for those in the Torrance study~ There ,may 
be other differences between students and/or educational 
settings of the two schools contributing to the differences 
in finding in tbe t."WW studies. Howeve·r, tlM~Y cannot: be e:.1~"" 
plained within the framework of this study. 
In -vte1ghittg the value of the findings of this 
study) several limi ta.tions should he kept iu mind, ·::h,e 
conclusions must be limited to tho subjects lflmich 't;1t;~!t:'<o2! 
studied and to the i~chool in which the study was (;:onducted. 
A control group wa.~; not used~ and tl:ae testittg of tbe fresh• 
man class was not completed until they had been :ln t.he 
nursing program approximately 8 months with seven v~~ek~z uf 
clinical e:-:perience behind themo It is not 1)ossible to 
estimate tbe effect of these rutt>eriences on their scores. 
Since the investigator was unable to follow a fresl~£n 
class for retesting in their senior year, the individual 
differences of freshman and senicir classes is a variable. 
Although validation studies have b~en done on the 
Minnesota Tests of Creative 'rninking ~\fhich indicate s001e 
validity of the test) questiOll.S may still be;; raised as to 
the extent to which tbt'lse tests measure creative thinking 
ability. 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
This study was ccmceraed with an aspect of mental 
giftedness, creativity, which received little widespread 
attenticm until about 1950, when the investigation of the 
attribute creativity gained momentum. As theoretical and 
empirical knowledge about creativity increased, its impor-
tance became increasingly evident in relation to individual 
and social welfare. It also became apparent that factors 
in society and in educational institutions were affecting 
the development of creativity. Instruments were developed 
and improved for the identification and measurement of 
creativity which were based on the increasing information 
about the nature of creativity and creative individuals for 
the purpose of greater understanding of the creative process 
creative tadividuals, and factors affecting the growth of 
creativity. 
Creativity is concerned with sensitivity to prob-
lems, the ability to detect missing gaps in knowledge, and 
the ability to find ways of adapting the environment to 
meet new needs. It is an important means of acquiring and 
applying knowledge, of achieving vocational success, and 
even of pe-rsonality development and mental health. As such, 
it has conside-rable relevance for the improvement of nursing 
practices and nursing education. The development of cre-
ativity seems to be influenced by the educational environ• 
ment; for this reason, the effect of the nursing educational 
environment should be of interest and concern to nursing 
educators. 
This investigator used the Minnesota Tests of Cre-
ative 'l'hinld.ng Verbal Form A for a sample of 118 freshman 
and senior students in a three year school of nursing in 
Massachusetts. The purpose of the study was to find out 
whether there were differences in the scores attained by 
freshman and senior students. This study attempted to 
replicate the Pansy Nigh Torrance study1 which was conducted 
in another three year school of nursing and showed that cre-
ative thinking ability grew rather than diminished during 
the educational program. 
The tests were provided and scored by the Bureau of 
Educational Research. Tbe mean scores of the freshman and 
senior classes for fluency, flexibility, originality, 
elaboration, and total test scores were computed and com-
pared, using the t test of significance in the analysis of 
the data. 
1Pansy Nigh Torrance, "Does Nursing Education Reduce 
Creativity and Eliminate the Most Creative Students?'' unpub-
lished paper, to be published in Nursing Outlook. 
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The findings of the study were as follows: 
l. In two of the factors of creative thinking, 
flueDCy and flexibility, the seniors attained higher scores 
than the freshmen, significant at the .05 level of cott.fi-
dence .. 
2. In both originality and total test scores, the 
freshmen and seniors attained scores not significantly 
different, although the mean of the freshman originality 
score was slightly above that of the seniors, and the mean 
of the seniors total test score was slightly above that of 
the freshman. 
3. The factor in which tbe freshman attained a sig-
nificantly higher score was elaboration (.01 level of con-
fidence) and it was hypothesized that this may be explained 
by an orientation towards productivity and speed rather 
than complexity and details in the school studied. 
4. The conclusion was reached that in the school 
of nursing studied, some differences did exist between 
freshman and senior scores which in general, did not indi-
cate an inhibition of creative thinking as measured by the 
instrument used. 
In consideration of the conclusions. several l:lmi ... 
tations of the study ~~st be kept in mind: the results of 
the study cannot be generalized to a larger population than 
that of the school studied; the testing of freshman students 
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eight months after admission to the program and following 
seven weeks of clinical experience admitted variables 
which may have affected the results; a matched control 
group was not used; and initial differences in freshman 
and senior classes in creative thinking ability are not 
accounted for. 
Ree!J!!ID!!!;d!tions. 
The following recommendations for further investiga-
tion are made as a result of the study~ 
1. Study of differences in creative thinking abil• 
ity in nursing students as they progress in their educa• 
tional program. 
2. Extension of the study to a wider number of 
three year schools using adequate controls for greater 
reliability. 
3. Comparison of creative thinking ability in 
educational programs with different methodologies of teach• 
ing. 
4. Extension of the study to other types of nursi 
educational programs such as baccalaureate and higher 
degree and associate degree programs to see whether differ• 
ences or changes occur in creative thinking ability of the 
students in these types of programs. 
S. Investigation of the use of the Minnesota Tests 
of Creative Thinking as an aid in the selection of students 
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6.. Modification of the instrument used to include 
tasks more relevant to nursing; administration of the 
modified version of the test and Verbal Form A concurrently 
to students as they progress in an ed.ucatio·nal program to 
see whether tasks more relevant to nursing are more effec-
tive than tasks included in Verbal Form A. 
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APPENDIX A 
VERBAL FORM A 
M I N N E S 0 T A T E S T S 0 F C R E A T I V E T H I N K I N G 
Name Date 
------------------~G~r-a-d~e---o-r--o~t~h-e_r_____________ ------------------
Age Sex Classification 
------------------------------------
School City 
-------------------------------- -------------------------------
What kind of work would you like to do when you complete your education? 
The tasks in this booklet are a test of your ability to use your 
imagination in thinking up ideas and putting them into words. There 
are no "right" or "wrong" answers in the usual sense. We want you to 
think of as many ideas as you can. Try to think of unusual, interest-
ing, and clever ideas -- something which no one else will think of. 
You will be given seven tasks to do and you will be timed on each 
one, so make good use of your time. Work as rapidly as you can without 
rushing. If you run out of ideas before time is called, wait until 
instructions are given before going on to the next task. 
Do not pay any attention to the rest of this page, but do not 
turn to the next page until told to do so. 
**XXXXKKKKKKKXXXXXXXXXKXXXXX*******XXXXXXX******KXKXXXXXXXKXXXXXXXXXKX***** 
Scoring Category 
Fluency 
Flexibility 
Originality 
Elaboration 
Task 1 Task 2 Task 3 Task 4 Task 5 Task 6 Task 7 
BUREAU OF EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH 
University of Minnesota 
1962 
Copyright, 1962 
E. Paul Torrance 
TASKS l - 3: ASK-AND-GUESS TEST 
The first three tasks will be based on the drawing below. These 
tasks will give you a chance to see how good you are at asking questions 
to find out things that you don't know and in making guesses about 
possible causes and consequences of events. Look at the picture. What 
is happening? What can you tell for sure? What do you need to know to 
understand what is happening, what caused it to happen and what will be 
the result? 
J 
I ._, 
,.,.,..--
,. ~ 
"' .# - -
• -r~ _....,_____.---
c -
-
lfL 
C' 
Task 1. ASKING. On this page, write out all of the questions you can 
think of about the drawing on the page before this one. Ask all of the 
questions you would need to ask to know for sure what is happening. Do 
not ask questions which can be answered just by looking at the drawing. 
You can continue to look back at the drawing as much as you want to. 
1. 
2. 
3· 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9· 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
Task 2. GUESSING CAUSES. In the spaces below, list as many possible 
causes as you can of the action shown in the picture. You may use 
things that might have happened just before the event in the picture, 
or something that happened a long time ago that made the event happen. 
Make as many guesses as you can. Don't be afraid to guess. 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5· 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9· 
10. 
ll. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
Task 3. GUESSING CONSEQUENCES. In the spaces below, list as many 
possibilities as you can of what might happen as a result of what is 
taking place in the picture. You may use things that might happen 
right afterwards or things that might happen as a result long after-
wards in the future. Make as many guesses as you can. Don't be afraid 
to guess. 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9· 
10. 
ll. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
25. 
TASK 4: PRODUCT IMPROVEMENT 
At the bottom of this page is a sketch of a stuffed toy elephant 
of the kind you can buy in most dime stores for a half dollar to a 
dollar. It is about six inches tall and weighs about a pound. In the 
spaces on this page and the next one, list the cleverest, most interest-
ing and unusual ways you can think of for changing this toy elephant so 
that children will have more fun playing with it. Do not worry about 
how much the change would cost. Think only about what would make it 
more fun to play with as a toy. 
l. 
2. 
3· 
4. 
5· 
Turn to next page. 
6. 
7· --------------= 
8. -------------== 9·=--------= 10. 
11. 
12. =-----------------== 13. 
14. =---------= 15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. ==------------=== 22. 
23. 
24. =-=-------------== 
25. =----------== 
26. =----------== 27. 
28. ==-----------~= 29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
TASK 5: UNUSUAL USES (Cardboard Boxes) 
Most people throw their empty cardboard boxes awayJ but they have 
thousands of interesting and unusual uses. In the spaces below and on 
the next pageJ list as many of these interestin6 and unusual uses as 
you can think of. Do not limit yourself to any one size of box. You 
may use as many boxes as you like. Do not limit yourself to the uses 
you have seen or heard about; think about as many possible new uses as 
you can. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9· 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. --------------------------------------
24. 
25. -----------------------------------------
26. -----------------------------------------
27. -------------------------------------------
28. --------------------------------------------
29. -------------------------------------------
30. ------------------------------------------------
31. ---------------------------------~---------------
32. -------------------------------------------------
33. ----------------------------------------------
34. ------------------------------------------------
35. ------------------------------------------------
36. 
37. ------------------------------------------------
38. ----------------------------------------------
39· ---------------------------------------------
40. ------------------------------------------------
41. -------------------------------------------------
42. ------------------------------------------------
43. ---------------------------------------------
44. 
45. ----------------------------------------------
46. ----------------------------------------------
47. ----------------------------------------------
48. ---------------------------------------------
TASK 6: UNUSUAL QUESTIONS 
In this task, you are to think of as many questions as you can 
about cardboard boxes. These questions should lead to a variety of 
different.r-·answers and which might arouse interest and curiosity in 
others concerning boxes. Try to think of questions about aspects of 
the object which people do not usually think about. 
l. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5· 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
ll. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22. 
23. 
24. 
, 
TASK 7: JUST SUPPOSE 
You will now be given an improbable situation -- one that may 
never happen. You will have to just suppose that it has happened. This 
will give you a chance to use your imagination to think out all of the 
other exciting things that would happen IF this improbable situation 
were to come true. 
In your imagination, just suppose that the situation described 
were to happen. THEN think of all of the other things that would happen 
because of it. In other words, what would be the consequences? Make as 
many guesses as you can. 
The improbable situation -- J U S T S U P P 0 S E clouds had 
strings attached to them which hang down to earth. What would happen? 
List your guesses on the next page. 
r 
----------------~--------~-----_,--~ ~ 
. --
l. _______ _ 
2. _______ = 
3· ---=--------= 
4. =-----------= 5. 6.=--------
7. 
8. -=--------= 9· 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. =------------= 15. 
16. 
17. 
18. =---------------== 19. 
20. ==----------~= 21. 
22. ======~------------------------------------~===== 
23. =-=------------= 
24. ==-------------= 25. 
26. =---------= 27. 
